
Devanshu Malhotra
Senior Software Engineer
+91 9877394966 malhotradevanshu77@gmail.com Gurugram

Experienced Software Engineer with high coding skills. I believe in analytical
thinking and creative problem solving. I strive to create user friendly designs and I'll
be able to apply customer service concepts to IT to improve user experience for
clients, employees and administration.

Collegedunia Web Pvt. Ltd.
Senior Software Developer Jul 2020 - present

Use my extensive experience with front end development to de�ne the structure
and components for the project, making sure they are reusable
Keep the code quality high reviewing code from other developers and
suggesting improvements
Interact with the designer to suggest changes and to make sure the view he
has about the design is translated into actual functionality
Keep the Project Manager and the IT Leads updated on the overall progress of
the projects and manage the tasks distributed to the team.
Keep the code and the features implemented by the other developers in
accordance to the requirements.
Member of frontend team primarily responsible for the migration, development
and maintenance of collegedunia project.
Migrated collegedunia.com to Nextjs from scratch and responsible for
optimizing the code using code splitting, lazyload and webpack split chunks
techniques.

ST MicroElectronics
SDE Intern Aug 2019 - Jun 2020

Built an enterprise automation application from scratch for higher management
o�cials, product managers , and developers to reduce the human efforts of
coordinator and various actors in tracking and identifying the component
deployment status in production.
Built an enterprise automated system to check the current status of the
application to know whether it's working or not.

Top Performer Q4 2021-2022
Collegedunia Web Pvt. Ltd. Jun 2022

* Recognition zero defect delivery

Eager to expand my skill set through external
trainings to help boost all major front desk KPIs.
Hoping to leverage organizational skills to help the
organization introduce time-saving schemes for all
executives.

JavaScript HTML5 CSS

React NextJS Redux Bootstrap

Tailwind Css

Git VS Code Jira Webpack

B.Tech - Information technology
DAV Institute of Engineering
and Technology

Aug 2016 -
Jun 2020
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